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A.C. Champion Male
GD CC – Collins’ CH FARODELL SAOR ALBA (BRI o) M 20/07/14. A strong
masculine boy of very good type. Broad well rounded head with full cheeks, ears
small neat and set well apart, rounded forehead and short broad nose, with a firm chin
and level bite. Very good expression to eyes of deep gold. Short strong neck, good
depth to chest with excellent weight and substance for a youngster, strong bone to
limbs with medium length tail to balance. Rich warm cinnamon coat, a touch
unsound on the lower sides but still very good for this colour, short and with a little
crispness of texture, he is beginning to change it by the look of it and losing hair
today but the general preparation is a good deal better than when we last met. He
promises to be very nice indeed once he has matured. Excellent to handle and
excellently presented .
R – Berry’s CH MAWBRITZ BOBS MY UNCLE (BRI a 33) M 26/05/14. This
boy has very good type and overall is nicely compact, but is still rather dainty for a
male and needs to develop. Neat well rounded head with good cheeks, ears small and
set well apart with good head balance. Rounded brow and a short neat nose, chin
could be stronger but bite good. Eyes round and open with clear blue colour.
Compact and cobby body with good weight for size, short limbs and good tail. Pastel
blue points colour, almost matching on all points, just the tail a little darker in tone,
some medium tonal shading to body with fairly good contrast still, coat very dense
albeit a touch long and soft in texture. A sweet tempered boy, excellently presented.
A.C. Grand Champion Female
GD CC – Neal’s ALEJANDRO ENDLESS-LOVE (BRI j 33) F 14/05/12. A
beautiful lady of lovely type and overall balance. Round apple head with lovely
chubby cheeks and nicely rounded muzzle, ears small neat and set to follow the
contours of the head with good width between. Gentle curve to forehead short neat
nose, firm chin and level bite. Open expression to eyes of good blue. Compact and
cobby body, stands low on short strong limbs, medium length tail with rounded tip to
balance. Delicate pinkie toned lilac points with plentiful mingling in paler cream and
showing good breaks on all points. Impressively unshaded magnolia coat that was
short and dense with a hint of crispness. Very naughty today, I just about managed to
handle her. Excellently presented.
R – Seggie’s CH DAISYPAWS MOLLYMAE (BRI c 21 33) F 02/11/12. A mature
lady of good type. Well rounded head with neat cheeks and nicely rounded muzzle,
ears are small and set well apart. Rounded forehead, short neat nose, good chin and
level bite. Round eyes, open and expressive with paler blue colour. Body cobby and
weighty, short limbs on the dainty side with neat round paws, tail with rounded tip to
balance. Darker lilac tabby points with clear tracings to mask, pale narrow bracelets to
limbs and evenly spaced narrow rings to almost the entire length of the tail. Magnolia
coat with some medium tonal shading to body particularly on the flanks, it was short
dense and marginally soft in texture. Excellent temperament and presentation.

A.C. Premier Male Neuter
GD CC – Lacy-Cook’s GD CH & PR ALEJANDRO MORGANITE (BRI c 33)
MN 15/03/14. A big handsome boy of very good type but he still has an adolescent
look about him. Round apple head although I suspect it still has some maturing to do
yet, with nice chubby cheeks, ears small and rounded at the tip, set well apart.
Rounded brow and short broad nose, chin good and bite just about level. Round eyes
open and innocent in expression with a good depth of blue. Body is weighty and
substantial although still a touch rangy at the moment, short strong boned limbs and
medium length tail to balance. Mid lilac points with a hint of a pinkish tone to them,
unshaded magnolia coat that was good for length and density, perhaps a touch soft in
texture. Not in the best of moods today but I managed to handle him sufficiently to
award the certificate. Perfectly presented in immaculate condition.
2nd R w/h – Edwards’ CH & PR KERNMERE DANCING FLAME (BRI c) MN
25/04/14. Overall this neuter boy has good British type and although I would like
him a touch bigger he still has time on his side. Head well rounded with neat cheeks
and rounded muzzle, ears medium in size with adequate width between and nicely set.
Gentle curve to forehead, short nose, strong chin and unfortunately the bite is
undershot. Round eyes of deep gold colour and open expression. Body of medium
length that needs to broaden and strengthen but has good weight for size, short legs
and tail to balance. Mid lilac coat that is rather unsound today but free from ghosting,
medium in length and could be denser with rather soft texture. A little cross but
handled well. Excellently presented.
Blue Colourpointed Kitten
1st & BOB – Neal’s BLUEBELLE PANDORAS CHARM (BRI a 33) F 24/06/15.
A dear little person, good for type. Head fairly well rounded with slight cheeks and
well rounded muzzle, needs to grow in to her ears but the setting is good. Nicely
rounded forehead with short neat nose, good depth to chin, bite marginally under at
the moment but she has yet to change her teeth so hopefully will level out. Round
eyes with colour still developing, it is slightly lemon toned at the moment but there is
blue coming through. Compact little body with good weight, short strong boned limbs
and large paws, so I suspect she will be a big girl when she has finished. Mid blue
points almost matching, coat still to clear baby muddy shading but shows some
glacial tone, soft baby texture at the moment but very dense. Sweet tempered and easy
to handle. Excellently presented.
Chocolate Self Kitten
1st & BOB – Parr’s PARRADAZY HUMMING BIRD (BRI b) F 13/05/15. A well
grown baby with some promise. Nicely rounded head with good cheeks, has very
good width to skull for a baby with ears small and well set, nicely rounded brow and
short neat nose, chin firm and bite level, teething pinch to muzzle with double canines
present. Eyes open in expression, colour still developing but a deep gold showing
through. Compact and weighty baby body, has good bone to short limbs, tail to
balance with rounded tip. Rich chocolate colouring, impressively sound though
marginally ghosted at present particularly on the extremities. Coat long and baby soft
in texture. A sweet babe to handle and excellently presented.
Chocolate lilac Cinnamon or Fawn Bi-colour Kitten

1st & BOB – Draper’s APATCHIKAT LAGERTHA (BRI o 03) F 19/06/15. A
well grown kitten. Neat round head with good width to her skull, she needs to grow
into her ears but they are set well. Round eyes, colour still developing and is a rather
muddy orange at present. Short nose, firm chin and level bite with nicely rounded
muzzle. Compact baby body with good weight and substance, short-ish legs and
medium length tail. Cinnamon and white patches to coat, has quite a lot of white and
appears border line for the maximum half percentage, on face chest and tummy, all
four limbs, over the shoulders and behind the neck, cinnamon patches a little unsound
but a nice rich tone. Coat baby long and soft in texture but quite dense. A friendly
babe excellently presented.
Tortie, Tabby or Tortie-Tabby Colourpointed Neuter
Three very attractive lady neuters with not a lot between them for the certificate
today.
PC – Wade’s RODWAY DIONETTA (BRI j 33) FN 28/07/07. A mature lady of
very good type. Super head, round and full cheeked with excellent width between
small neat round tipped ears. Nicely rounded forehead with short neat nose, chin firm,
bite rather untidy but basically level, well rounded muzzle. Good expression to eyes
of clear blue. Strong cobby body, stands low on short strong limbs, tail to balance
with rounded tip. Delicate lilac tortie points with a good pinkish overtone and
plentiful mingling in pale cream on all points. There is quite an amount of tonal
shading to magnolia body but she is an older lady and there is still contrast evident,
coat good for length and texture, short dense and fairly crisp. Excellent temperament
and presentation.
2nd – Horton’s ADATESH BLAZING BEAUTY (BRI g 33) FN 17/02/08. A
strong mature cobby lady neuter of very good type and size. Round head with broad
skull, full cheeks and rounded muzzle, ears small neat and set well apart, short nose
firm chin and level bite. Very good expression to eyes of clear blue. Short neck and
strong and weighty cobby body, stands low on short legs with medium length tail to
balance. Mid blue tortie points well mingled on all points in paler cream, body fairly
glacial with medium shading to tone, coat a little long and soft in texture but fairly
dense. Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
3rd – Stanley’s TANGLEKEYS MADEMOISELLE (BRI j 33) FN 11/08/09.
Another mature lady, overall type good. Head round and fairly well balanced with
neat cheeks and small ears set well apart, rounded forehead and short neat nose, firm
chin and level bite. Eye shape and expression good with clear blue colour. Body
cobby and weighty with strong hind quarters, good bone to short legs, tail to balance.
Mid lilac tortie points, well mingled in quite a warm shade of cream particularly on
the tail. Coat lightly shaded to tone with the points, good for length and fairly dense
with a hint of crispness. Easy to handle and excellently presented.
BOB – Parr’s IMP GD CH & GD PR PARRADAZY POPSTAR (BRI j 33) FN
30/05/08 . A lovely strong and well balanced girl of very good type. Excellent head
with super full cheeks, excellent width to skull and small round tipped ears set to
follow the contours of the head. Short neat nose firm chin and level bite, rounded
muzzle to complete the picture. Lovely eyes, very expressive with good depth of
blue. Strong cobby body, stands low on short legs with a medium length tail to
balance. Excels for points colour, pale pinkie toned lilac well mingled on all points

with pale cream – lovely. Magnolia coat marginally shaded to tone with the points,
perhaps a touch long but nice and dense and with a little crispness of texture.
Excellent temperament and excellently presented. Many congratulation on the overall
BIS win

